Java is a popular programming language for natural language processing. I compare and evaluate 12 Java libraries designed to access the information in the original Princeton Wordnet databases. From this comparison emerges a set of decision criteria that will enable a user to pick the library most suited to their purposes. I identify five deciding features: (1) availability of similarity metrics; (2) support for editing; (3) availability via Maven; (4) compatibility with retired Java versions; and (5) support for Enterprise Java. I also provide a comparison of other features of each library, the information exposed by each API, and the versions of Wordnet each library supports, and I evaluate each library for the speed of various retrieval operations. In the case that the user's application does not require one of the deciding features, I show that my library, JWI, the MIT Java Wordnet Interface, is the highest-performance, widest-coverage, easiest-to-use library available.
A Java developer seeking to access the Princeton Wordnet is faced with a bewildering array of choices: there are no fewer than 12 Java libraries that provide off-the-shelf access to Wordnet data, each with various combinations of features and performance. In addition to these 12 libraries, there are also at least 12 additional libraries 1 that, while not providing direct access to Wordnet data themselves, provide functions such as similarity metrics and deployment of Wordnet data to database servers. In this paper I compare, contrast, and evaluate each of the 12 libraries 2 that provide direct access to the Princeton Wordnet data, so as to help Java developers find the library that is right for their application. To my knowledge this is the first paper to attempt a thorough comparison of any of these libraries.
I proceed as follows. First I present the bottom line, which is a set of five deciding features most commonly encountered when using Wordnet in a Java. I then discuss other features that distinguish some libraries from the others. I present an assessment of what Wordnet data is accessible via which library, and which libraries are compatible with which Princeton Wordnet versions. I also evaluate the performance of each library on nine different retrieval metrics, as well as the time to initialize in-memory Wordnet dictionaries for those libraries that suport that function.
The code for reproducing the evaluation (including all required source code, copies of all the described libraries, and the various versions of Wordnet) is available online. 3 While the software evaluated in this paper is exclusively for Java, and is limited to libraries available at the time of writing that are designed for accessing the original Princeton Wordnet, this work should be helpful to those who seek to evaluate other application programming interfaces (APIs) for interacting with Wordnet data. In particular the set of features identified here and the set of retrieval metrics should be of some use.
Deciding on a Library
Before discussing the feature and performance evaluation in detail I will lay out the bottom line: which library a developer should choose if your application falls into one of the common situations described below. First, I will outline which library a developer should choose if there are no particular constraints. Next, I list five deciding features that, if an application needs that feature, will de-termine which library the developer should choose (or which libraries there are to choose from).
Note that an application may have additional or alternate special requirements that are not explicitely discussed here. If this is the case the developer should examine the tables and figures in this paper, as well as the project websites (Table 6) , to determine what library provides the right combination of features and performance.
No Special Requirements
If there have no special requirements, then the library a developer should choose is my own: JWI, the MIT Java Wordnet Interface. JWI is a mature library, nearly five years old, and has demonstrated its stability and utility, having been downloaded over 15,000 times in the past five years. It has the following nine advantages: (1) JWI supports access to the widest array of information in the widest selection of Princeton Wordnet versions (see Tables 2 and 3 ), plus has been tested on a number of Wordnet variants; (2) JWI uses the Wordnet files as they are distributed with no modifications; (3) JWI provides both file-based and in-memory dictionary implementations, allowing you to trade off speed and memory consumption; (4) JWI sets no limit on the number of dictionaries that may be instantiated in each JVM; (5) JWI is high-performance, with top-ranked speeds on various retrieval metrics and in-memory dictionary load time (see Tables 4 and 5 and Figure 1) ; (6) JWI has a small on-disk footprint and requires no additional Java libraries, no native dynamicallyloaded libraries (dlls), and no configuration files; (7) JWI has extensive documentation, including Javadoc and a User's guide with code examples; (8) JWI is open-source and distributed under a license which allows it to be used for any purpose; and (9) JWI is being actively supported and developed by myself.
There are, however, at least five deciding features that, if an application requires them, will potentially lead to another library. These features are listed below (and are included in Table 1 ).
Similarity Metrics
The availability of similarity metrics is the most common deciding feature, as many developers want to use Wordnet not per se, but so as to measure the semantic similarity between words. JWNL has the most similarity metrics to choose from, with at least three different compatible libraries providing this function: RitaWN, WNSim, and WordnetSim.
Choosing JWNL, however, entails a few penalties: First, JWNL requires a notoriously confusing and error-prone external configuration file; second, JWNL depends on an external library, Apache Commons Logging; third, JWNL follows the singleton dictionary model, in that it only allows one dictionary to be open at a time; finally, JWNL has rather poor performance relative to other libraries. If these factors outweigh the positives of having the widest array of similarity metrics, then there are four other libraries that have some measure of similarity metric support: Javatools, Jawbone, JawJaw, and JWI.
Editing
If your application depends on being able to edit the Wordnet data, there is only option: extJWNL. This library is a re-implementation of JWNL for Java 1.5, copying much of the same source code, and so it suffers from the same problems as JWNL as described above, with the additional caveat that has an additional dependency: a custom Map implementation.
Maven
If an application's build process uses Maven, and the project absolutely requires that dependent libraries be available in the Maven repository, then extJWNL is the only choice. 4 As noted above, extJWNL suffers from a number of problems.
Retired Java Versions
Java is backward-compatible, meaning libraries compiled on older Java versions will still run under newer versions, but it is not forwardcompatible: libraries compiled with newer compilance levels will not run in older JVMs. If an application requires libraries that will run under Java 1.4, then the developer should choose JWNL 5 . If an application requires Java 1.5, then the developer should choose JWI 6 . Active - Editing 11 Javatools allows you to remove synsets from the in-memory dictionary only.
Multiple Dictionaries 12 Javatools allows multiple dictionaries to be instantiated, but each dictionary only captures one relation. 13 JawJaw only allows single dictionary to be opened for the life of each JVM.
Normal Files 14 extJWNL in-memory dictionary uses special files that must be compiled from the normal Wordnet files. 15 Javatools uses the Prolog-formatted Wordnet files. 16 JawJaw uses an sqlite3 file, generated from the Japanese Wordnet files. 17 JWNL's in-memory dictionary implementation requires special files that must be compiled separately from the Wordnet files. 18 WNPojo requires the normal Wordnet files to be processed and loaded into a relational database.
Similarity Metrics 19 Jawbone has similarity metrics via the RitaWN library. 20 JawJaw similarity metrics are provided by the WS4J library. 21 JWI similarity metrics are available via the Java Wordnet::Similarity library (JWS). 22 JWNL similarity metrics are available via the RitaWN, WNSim, and WordnetSim libraries.
Enterprise Java
Finally, if an application absolutely requires that Wordnet data be accessible via an Enterprise Java Bean (EJB), the only out-of-the-box choice is WordnetEJB, which provides all the tools to deploy an EJB that provides access to Wordnet onto a Java application server. Unfortunately, given WordnetEJB's dismal performance and difficulty of use, one is probably better off implementing one's own EJB by wrapping another library.
Features and Information
I expand now on other features of the libraries which, while not necessarily decisive, are worthy of consideration when other factors do not compel your choice.
Features
As noted, Table 1 shows the basic list of features, which was constructed by taking the union of all features 7 for all libraries. I describe in this section those not yet discussed. A dash in a particular cell means that I determined, either by reading the documentation or the code, that the library did not support that feature. It is important to understand that I consider here only out-of-the-box features and compatibility: because the source code for each library is available, an enterprising developer could certainly modify any of these libraries to provide any of the lacking features. Most developers, however, will not be willing or able to invest the time required for this, and thus are restricted to the features provided. Binary Size This feature indicates the size of the binary jar file on disk. This number does not include the size of any required dependencies or external files, and does not include the size of the Wordnet data files. The size of the libraries ranges dramatically: from a mere 11kb for WNJN to 40.9mb for JawJaw. JWI clocks in at a quite modest 202kb, which is approximately the median of the range. Standalone Whether or not the library requires additional Java libraries or external resources to run (other than the Wordnet files themselves). In certain cases, such as WNPojo, these external libraries are extensive: at least 14, comprising over 10mb of jar files.
Perhaps the most pernicious requirements are those for the JWNL/extJWNL pair and WNJN. Both JWNL and extJWNL require an external configuration file (in XML format) that sets various properites of the singleton dictionary. These parameters cannot be set programmatically, and the file is not well documented, which leads to quite a bit of consternation in the use of these libraries.
WNJN, on the other hand, is a JNI interface to a native dll. Using WNJN thus means that one looses the platform-independence so prized in Java (unfortunately for not much gain: WNJN is impoverished both in features and performance compared to other libraries).
JWI is especially easy to use: it requires no external libraries or files to run (other than the Wordnet files themselves), its out-of-the-box defaults are suitable to most applications, and any configuration required can be done programmatically. Last Release The year when the most current version was released. JWI is one of only three libraries that saw an update in 2013, the year this paper was written. Active Whether or not the project appears to be under active development. The last release year, along with indications of activity on the project's webpage or correspondence with the developer, were used to determine this feature. Multiple Dictionaries Here dictionary refers to a Java object which manages access to the Wordnet data. This feature indicates whether or not multiple dictionaries can be open at the same time. This, for example, would be useful in a context where you want simultaneous access to different Wordnet versions. Many of the Wordnet libraries have, unfortunately, adopted the singleton design pattern, where only one Wordnet dictionary may be instantiated at a time. Fortunately, most of these libraries do allow the dictionary to be closed and a new dictionary to be opened. 8 JWI allows any number of dictionaries to be open simultaneously. Normal Files Whether or not the library uses the normal Wordnet files as distributed. Some libraries require an unusual format (e.g., the Prolog versions of the files), or require the files to be processed in some way before the library can be used to access the data. JWI uses the Wordnet files as provided.
GUI Whether or not the library provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to interact with Wordnet data. Only two libraries, URCS and WordnetEJB, provide a GUI. File-based Dictionary Whether or not the library provides a dictionary implementation that reads Wordnet information directly from the files when requested. Four libraries do not provide such an implementation: CICWN and Javatools, which provide in-memory implementations only; and WNPojo and WordnetEJB, which use a databasebacked implementation. Database-backed Dictionary Whether or not the library provides a dictionary implementation that retrieves Wordnet data from a database server. JWI does not provide database-backed access, but four libraries do: JWNL, extJWNL, WNPojo, and WordnetEJB. In-Memory Dictionary Whether or not the library provides a dictionary implementation that loads Wordnet information completely into memory. These implementations allow for extremely fast data access speeds, at the price of initialization time (see Figure 1) . JWI provides an in-memory dictionary implementation.
Accessible Data
Each library provides access to a different subset of the information contained in Wordnet. Information in Wordnet is stored across four different types of files: index files, data files, exception files, and the sense.index file. Each Wordnet library provides access to various subsets of the information contained in Wordnet, and this is captured in Table 2 . The only library that provides complete access to all the Wordnet data is JWI, although JWNL, extJWNL, WNPojo, and WordnetEJB all come close. Table 3 shows which libraries are compatible with which Wordnet versions. Most libraries support Princeton Wordnet versions 1.6 and above. No library supports Wordnet 1.5, and no library supports access to the Wordnet 1.6 cousin files or 3.1 stand-off annotations.
Supported Wordnet Versions
The final row in Table 3 indicates known compatibility with other Princeton Wordnet variants. JWI is the only library I know for sure that supports Wordnet variants, namely, the Stanford Augmented Wordnets (Snow et al. 2006) . Other libraries can probably support Princeton Wordnet variants that conform to the Wordnet file specifications, and so the question mark only indicates that, to my knowledge, compatibility has not been demonstrated or documented.
Performance Evaluation
In addition to the features listed above, I also evaluated the performance of each library under nine different retrieval metrics (as applicable). I wrote a standard test harness that ran each library through its paces in exactly the same environment. 9 For those libraries that provide an in-memory dictionary implementation, I also measured how long it took for that implementation to load Wordnet into memory.
Retrieval Times
I measured three different types of retrieval metrics. First, I measured the speed of iteration over the four main object types (corresponding to the four file types). For index files, for example, I measured the average time for the dictionary to iterate over all index words in Wordnet. Second, I measured the speed of retrieval for individual objects of the four different types, given the minimally necessary identifying information. For index files, for example, I measured the average time to retrieve an index word given a lemma and part of speech. Third, I measured the time to iterate across all index words and retrieve the synsets listed in those index words.
Not every library supports all nine different types of retrieval: Tables 4 and 5 show which libraries support which retrieval type. The only libraries that support every type of retrieval are JWI and WNPojo. For retrieval of individual objects, JWI outperforms WnPojo by a factor of 10. For iteration over object types, JWI and WNPojo are approximately equivalent, except for iteration over synsets by index words, where JWI outperforms WNPojo by a factor of 25.
A note on CICWN: I include CICWN's retrieval times even though the library does not provide 9 The testing machine was a Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit server-class machine, with 2 Intel Xeon X5570 CPUs (4 cores each, running at 2.9 GHz), 24 GB of RAM, and two 15krpm high-performance Sata 3 drives in a RAID 0 configuration (The machine was state-of-the-art in approximately 2010). Tests were performed within Eclipse 3.8.0, using Sun Java 1.6 64-bit, revision 22. MySQL version 5.6 was used for the database server, and JBoss 5.1.0 was used for the Java Application Server. During testing the machine was unburdened with other tasks. Table 5 : Average time to iterate over all objects of the named type (from Wordnet 3.0) using a file-backed dictionary, for libraries that support this functionality. Times are in milliseconds, unless otherwise noted (s = seconds, m = minutes).
